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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Risk-Based Monitoring (RBM) approach has been receiving increased attention as the efficient

method to ensure data quality in clinical trials. In RBM, Central Statistical Monitoring (CSM) has an important role

to monitor the status of operational process in clinical trials and detect its abnormalities. Many of statistical methods

for CSM are proposed so far, but most of those studies are proposed based on somewhat strong assumptions, in

addition, its performance evaluations are not practical in real setting of clinical trials. Authors think that it is still

imperfect to fit them to practical clinical trials. In this article, we focus to clearly articulating the current problems on

CSM and the matters to consider for further consecutive study activities of CSM.
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STUDY DESCRIPTION

Risk-based monitoring approach and role of central
statistical monitoring

The role of monitoring activity in clinical trials is to protect
patients participating in clinical trials, to confirm that the
operation of the trials is complying with protocols and regulatory
requirements, and to ensure the accuracy and completeness of
reported data [1]. However, the expense of monitoring activities
is increasing with complicating clinical trials and it is heavier
burden that frequent visits to clinical sites and 100% Source
Data Verification (SDV) has been conducted so far [2-5]. To
streamline the activities, Risk-Based Monitoring (RBM) approach
has been proposed as process control approach to ensure data
quality in clinical trials. RBM is conducted so as to establish an
appropriate process of clinical site operation and therefore, it is
very much important to monitor the stability of a process by
data monitoring. Central Statistical Monitoring (CSM) attempts
to maintain a state of statistical control by statistically analyzing
the data from multiple sites centrally, detecting atypical sites,
and making corrective actions [6-12]. Thus, the methods of CSM
check the process stability which is established by RBM
approach, and it has important role in RBM. In this article, we
focus to clearly articulating the current problems on CSM and

the matters to consider for further consecutive study activities of
CSM.

Current status of central statistical monitoring studies

CSM methods have been studied for detecting process
abnormalities in multi-center clinical trials, the famous examples
of existing studies are for detecting fraud detection, detecting
digit preference, and duplicated patient detection etc. [9-11].
Those methods are studied in the earlier age of CSM studies and
can only deal with a specific problem on operational process
abnormality detection. There are, however, many types of
problems which should be detected on an operational process
and there are many types of outcomes which reflect the status of
an operational process.

Recently, different kinds of approach to detect process
abnormalities of an operational process have been proposed, the
methods compare the outcomes between clinical sites and detect
the sites whose data trend is different from others as atypical
clinical sites with potential abnormal operational process to
implement efficient on-site monitoring and inspection. Those
methods are reasonable from the process control viewpoint. As
shown in Venet et al. [7] as a principle of CSM, reported data
are collected based on a common protocol and a case report
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form for clinical trials. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider
worthy of further investigation if an atypical trend in the data is
observed since the difference of the data trend in the data may
be indicating the difference of the operational process. Earlier
examples of that CSM method are based on simply summary
statistics [7-11]. However, recently advanced statistical methods
which detect atypical sites by comparing outcomes from clinical
sites are developed. Desmet et al. [13] has proposed an analysis
method for continuous data using linear mixed effects models
and Desmet et al. [14] proposed the method analyzing the
incidence of events using Beta-Binomial Models. In addition,
Hatayama and Yasui [15] have proposed the method using Finite
mixture models [16-18] to take account the data contamination
from the atypical clinical sites as a robust method against the
proportion of atypical clinical sites, since the CSM methods
which detect atypical site by comparing outcomes from each site
are affected by data contamination from atypical sites.

Problems of central statistical monitoring studies which
should be considered

CSM methods have been studied in the decades, and the
statistical methods which detect atypical clinical sites with
potential operational process abnormalities have been developed
recently. Those studies are, however, still imperfect to fit them to
practical clinical trials. Most of those methods are based on the
assumptions that the number of the clinical sites is large (e.g.
100 or more). CSM, however, has to be conducted in smaller
sized clinical trials as well and only smaller number of clinical
sites is participating at the beginning of the trials in any clinical
trial. Small sample size problems are to be considered also in the
CSM study. Current CSM studies are ignoring that site specific
difference which can be considered as covariates, however in the
practical clinical trials, prognostic factors can be unbalanced
between clinical sites since many of clinical trials are conducted
with across countries, at least races and location of the site and
its medical environment are unbalanced naturally.

In addition, because CSM studies are mainly focusing on
statistical part of the monitoring and for ease of explanation,
those methods are developed and explained based on single
variables, however, in the clinical trials, there are multiple
variables which reflect the state of operational process. As a
toolbox, it is used that the abnormal detection based on the
probability ellipsoid of the bivariate normal distribution on
scatter plots and the chi-square statistic of the Mahalanobis
distance (the Hotelling’s T2 statistic). Though these multivariate
techniques are useful to find abnormal sites, it is difficult to
effectively and efficiently take corrective actions by only those
techniques since those ones never inform us of what is the cause
of abnormal. It is, thus, important to understand that which
variable links to which type of operational process, and how to
analyze those data in actual, e.g., using fault variable
identification methods [19-22]. It seems more appropriate that
CSM that analyzes multiple variables simultaneously especially
in large sized clinical trials with understanding the relationships
of variables and processes which reflected at.

Moreover, there is a crucial problem on current CSM studies.
Most of CSM studies evaluate the performances through

simulation studies, however, the methods are evaluated at the
setting of that CSM is conducted at once in the clinical trials.
Performance evaluation in those studies seems problematic since
CSM is conducted multiply with the progress of the trials to
monitor the stability of an established operational process. If a
specific CSM method is conducted in actual clinical trials, it
should be selected by performance evaluation which is reflected
the real setting of the clinical trial as indicator. As note,
Hatayama et al. [15] evaluated their proposed method in the
setting of that CSM is conducted multiple times in the clinical
trials.

Approach to the problem

There are many issues to be considered in the CSM study as
described in the previous section. Authors think that the
problem of multiplicity of CSM is important and should be
considered promptly since the CSM is conducted multiply in
the actual trials to monitor the stability of an established
operational process, the method tuned based on the actual
usage situation and if the method is not correctly tuned nor
proposed it leads to problematic operation of monitoring
activities and poor data quality of clinical trials. The problem
which will appear when CSM is conducted multiple times in the
trials are inflation of the type I error rate and it can be replaced
in actual clinical trials as that increasing frequency of
meaningless on-site visit which prioritize by CSM. This leads to
return to inefficient monitoring activities as it was conducted so
far. It does not, however, simply mean that multiplicity of CSM
should be adjusted so that target nominal type I error is met. If
CSM is tuned so as to maintain nominal type I error rate simply,
the method may not detect process abnormalities with high
probability, it directly causes the frequent overlooking of process
abnormalities in clinical trials. In addition, the multiplicity of
comparison comes from not only the frequency of CSM but also
the number of clinical sites if we compare the outcomes between
each site to detect process abnormalities. Too much conservative
detection procedure can be derived if we adjust the multiplicity
of comparison stringently, and stringent adjustment of multiple
comparisons is not realistic solution to pursue efficient
monitoring activities. However, the CSM with the large type I
error rate induce frequently unnecessary visits to clinical sites,
and it would not be efficient from RBM views.

Authors think that CSM should be investigated its operational
characteristics including the type I error rate and the detection
performance according to the actual situation of
implementation and should be tuned its procedures and settings
so that CSM have desirable performance in the real situation of
which CSM is to be implemented. And to tune up the methods,
it would be useful if it is possible to set up the utility functions
which can reflect various types of cost such as not only
monitoring cost but the cost which is to be induced by
overlooking of process abnormalities. Historically in the
statistical quality control of manufacturing process, similar
problems with those problems have been studied so far. In the
statistical quality control contexts, there are rich studies to
challenge the problems of detecting process abnormalities
correctly with a desirable performance so that balance cost and
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detection performance [23,24]. Those rich studies should be
reevaluated also for CSM.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we discussed the current status of CSM studies
and the gap which lays out between current CSM studies and
practical needs. In addition, we discussed future directions of
CSM studies to accelerate practical studies in CSM. To fill the
gap of CSM studies and practical needs in clinical trials, though
it is basic things, methods are to be developed based on practical
assumptions which reflect practical use. In addition, authors
think that the basic concept of statistical quality control in
manufacturing and CSM in RBM is similar in nature, but their
points of similarities are not discussed sufficiently so far. It may
be useful to reevaluate the methodologies which are developed
in similar different study area, to seek the means to address the
technically complicated problems which are to be encountered
in developing CSM methods that are actually based on practical
assumptions and needs in clinical trials.
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